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Abstract 

 

Features of LPI radar have been the challenge for ESM receivers for the 

identification of modulation parameters. Many signal processing algorithms 

were developed for improving the efficiency of ESM receiver performance. We 

apply the S transform method to construct the spectrogram of received signal. 

We also propose a novel technique by including the signal dependent 

parameters in S transform. Polyphase signals of LPI radar P1, P2, P3 and P4 are 

analyzed to estimate the parameters Carrier frequency (fc), bandwidth (BW), 

code rate (Rc), cycles per phase(CPP) and no of phases(N).The analysis is done 

for LPI signal under different Signal to noise ratio conditions. 

 

Keywords: Intra Pulse Modulation, LPI-Low Probability of Intercept, Time 

Frequency Algorithms, S transform 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Low Probability of Intercept radar uses the intra-pulse modulation schemes to improve 

the range resolution by transmitting the longpulses.LPI radar works on principle of 

spreading the transmitted waveform in wideband noise. Advanced signal processing 

algorithms were applied to extract the LPI radar signal from wideband noise. LPI radars 

attempt to detect targets at longer ranges than intercept receivers at the target can detect 

the radar. Thus, the objective of an LPI radar is “To See and Not Be Seen” or “To Detect 

and Not Be Detected” [1].In LPI radar the role of frequency agility described by[2] 

makes ESM receivers to find carrier frequency with coherent techniques. If the total 
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target illumination time To exceeds sub code duration Time Tc of poly phase codes, the 

carrier frequency may be changed and a new coherent processing interval may begin. 

The objective of LPI radar is to hide from intercept receiver is to find new modulation 

methods [3] made researchers to develop new signal processing algorithms. 

Wigner Ville joint Time frequency analysis carried out for LPI radar signal in [4] shows 

that its performance is limited to large SNR only. This method cannot be applied in real 

application when SNR is low.LPI radar is a system consists of signal generation and 

electronic support measure(ES) function.LPI performance depends on both the 

components. In general the signature of the LPI radar must be known at ES receiver to 

accomplish its identification [5].The work carried out [6] for the detection and 

classification of modulation types limited to SNR of -3dB and did not address the  

estimation of modulation parameters. 

In LPI radar signal, the long pulse is phase modulated with various phase patterns. The 

long pulse is divided into multiple time slots where each slot is modulated with different 

phases. LPI radar signals are non stationary in nature. The modulation parameters 

required to generate a poly phase signals are carrier frequency(fc),no of phases (N) and 

Cycles per phase(CPP). 

Non stationary signals are analyzed by Short Time Fourier Transform (STFT) and 

wavelets. To estimate carrier frequency using STFT, higher frequency resolution is 

required and to estimate sub-code duration higher time resolution required. STFT has a 

limitation with fixed window length by which either better time or frequency resolution 

can be achieved. Wavelets are applied for multi resolution analysis in which by 

adjusting the scaling and shifting of wavelet to achieve both time and frequency 

resolution for the estimation time and frequency parameters. The phase information of 

the signal cannot be extracted using wavelets. The S-transform is a time-frequency 

spectral localization method, similar to the STFT and continuous wavelets[7]. 

 

II. LPI RADAR SIGNALS 

In the PSK radar, the phase shifting operation is performed in the radar’s transmitter, 

with the timing information generated from the receiver-exciter.The transmitted 

complex signal can be written as 

𝑠(𝑡) = 𝑒(𝑗2𝜋𝑓𝑐𝑡+𝜑𝑘)              (1) 

where φk is the phase modulation function that is shifted in time, according to the 

type of PSK code being used, and fc is the angular frequency of the carrier. The inphase 

(I) and quadrature (Q) representation of the complex signal from the transmitter can be 

represented as 
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𝐼 = cos(𝑗2𝜋𝑓𝑐𝑡 + 𝜑𝑘)           (2) 

and 

𝑄 = sin(𝑗2𝜋𝑓𝑐𝑡 + 𝜑𝑘)           (3) 

 

Within a single code period, the CW signal is phase shifted Nc times, with phase φk 

every tb seconds, according to a specific code sequence. Here tb is the subcode period. 

The resulting code period is 

𝑇 = 𝑁𝑐𝑡𝑏  sec                         (4) 

and the code rate is 

𝑅 =
1

𝑁𝑐𝑡𝑏
 𝑠−1                        (5) 

The transmitted signal can be expressed as 

𝑢𝑇 = ∑ 𝑢𝑘[𝑡 − (𝑘 − 1)𝑡𝑏]             (6)

𝑁𝑐

𝑘=1

 

for 0 ≤ t ≤ T and zero elsewhere. The complex envelope uk is 

𝑢𝑘 = 𝑒𝑗𝜑𝑘                                              (7) 

for 0 ≤ t ≤ tb and zero otherwise. The range resolution of the phase coding CW radar is 

∇𝑅 =
𝑐𝑡𝑏

2
                                            (8) 

and the unambiguous range is 

𝑅𝑢 =
𝑐𝑇

2
=

𝑐𝑁𝑐𝑡𝑏

2
                            (9) 

If cpp is the number of cycles of the carrier frequency per subcode, the bandwidth of 

the transmitted signal is 

𝐵 =
𝑓𝑐

𝑐𝑝𝑝
=

1

𝑡𝑏
  𝐻𝑧                          (10) 

The received waveform from the target is digitized and correlated in the receiver using 

a matched (unweighted) or mismatched (weighted) filter that contains a cascade of N 

sets of Nc reference coefficients. The results from each correlation are combined to 

concentrate the target’s energy and produce a compressed pulse having a time 

resolution equal to the subcode duration tb and a height of  Nc. For this reason, the 

number of phase code elements Nc is also called the compression ratio. 
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III. CHARACTERISTICS OF LPI RADAR SIGNALS AND THEIR 

DETECTION 

LPI radars have many combined features that help prevent their parameter detection by 

modern intercept receivers. These features are centered on the antenna and transmitter. 

The first antenna characteristic is a low side-lobe transmit pattern. The use of low side-

lobe pattern reduces the possibility of an intercept receiver detecting the radio 

frequency (RF) emissions throughout the side-lobe structure of the antenna pattern. The 

second antenna characteristic is the scan pattern, which is precisely controlled to limit 

the intercept receiver time to short and infrequent intervals (a periodic scan cycle). Scan 

methodologies can also be added to help confuse identifications of interest if they occur. 

For example, scan techniques that attempt to confuse identification by an intercept 

receiver might include amplitude modulation of a mono pulse array at conical scan 

frequencies. 

The main drawback of the coherent pulse train waveform is the high ratio of peak to 

average power emitted by the transmitter. This average power determines the detection 

characteristics of the radar. For high average power, the short pulse (high resolution) 

transmitter must have a high peak power, which necessitates vacuum tubes and high 

volt-ages. The high peak power transmissions can also easily be detected by ES 

receivers. In modulated continuous wave (CW) signals, however, the peak-to-average 

power ratio is one (100% duty cycle) which allows a considerable lower transmit power 

to maintain the same detection performance. Also, solid state transmitters can be used 

which are lighter in weight. A comparison is shown in Figure 1. 

 

Fig 1. Comparison of pulsed radar and CW Radar. 

 

Another feature of an LPI transmitter is power management. This is one of the benefits 

to using solid-state radars. The ability to control the signature emitted by the array is 

used to limit the emissions to the appropriate Range/Radar Cross Section requirement. 

The emissions are also limited in time (short dwell time). With the use of wideband 

CW emissions it is only necessary to transmit a few watts instead of tens of kilowatts 
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of peak power required by pulsed radars with similar performance. It is important to 

note that the radar’s ability to detect targets depends not on the waveform characteristics 

but on the transmitted energy density returned to the radar from the target. The main 

objective of LPI radar is to operate under low (SNR) conditions so that integration of 

the signal over several contiguous range cells can be used to detect and track the targets 

of interest. 

 

IV. POLYPHASE CODES 

A. P1 code 

The P1 code is also generated using a step approximation to a linear frequency 

modulation waveform. In this code, M frequency steps and M samples per frequency 

are obtained from the waveform using a double sideband detection with the local 

oscillator at band center .The length of the resulting code or compression ratio is Nc=M 

x M .If 𝑖 is the number of the sample in a given frequency and 𝑗 is the number of the 

frequency, the phase of the 𝑖𝑡ℎ sample of the 𝑗𝑡ℎ frequency component can be expressed 

as [8] below  

 

𝜑𝑖,𝑗 = −
𝜋

𝑀
[𝑀 − (2𝑗 − 1)][(𝑗 − 1)𝑀 + (𝑖 − 1)]     (11) 

 

Where i =1,2,3.M, j=1,2,3…M and M=1,2,3…  For the P1 code the 𝑃𝑆𝐿 =

20𝑙𝑜𝑔10 (
1

𝑀𝜋
) 

B.  P2 code 

For the P2 code M even, the phase increments within each phase group is the same as 

the P1 code, except that the starting phases are different .The P2 code also has a length 

or compression ratio of Nc=M*M .The P2 code is given by  

          

𝜑𝑖,𝑗 = −
𝜋

2𝑀
[2𝑖 − 1 − 𝑀][2𝑗 − 1 − 𝑀]         (12)        

 

where i=1,2,3… M and j=1,2,3…M and where M=2,4,6… 

The requirement for M to be even in this code stems from. the desire for low 

autocorrelation side lobes. For the P2 code, the 𝑃𝑆𝐿 = 20𝑙𝑜𝑔10 (
1

𝑀𝜋
) is same as P1 

code. 
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C. P3 code 

The P3 code is conceptually derived by converting a linear frequency modulation 

waveform to base band, by synchronous oscillator on one end of the frequency sweep   

(single side band detection) and sampling the I and Q at Nyquist rate. The phase of the 

𝑖𝑡ℎsample of the P3 code is given by  

 

𝜑𝑖 = −
𝜋

𝑁𝑐

(𝑖 − 1)2                       (13) 

Where i=1,2,…, Nc  and Nc is the compression ratio. 

D. P4 code 

In the generation of P3 code if the local oscillator frequency is offset in the I and Q 

detectors, resulting in coherent double side band detection, it results in P4 code.   The 

P4 code consists of the discrete phases of the linear chirp waveform taken at specific 

time interval, and exhibits the same range Doppler coupling associated with the chirp 

waveform. The phase sequence of a P4 signal is described by 

 

𝜑𝑖 = − [
𝜋(𝑖 − 1)2

𝑁𝑐
] − 𝜋(𝑖 − 1)         (14) 

where i =1 to Nc and Nc is the pulse compression ratio. 

 

V.  GENERALIZED S TRANSFORM  

The processing of polyphase coded signals for LPI radar is done using two time 

frequency algorithm., Quadrature Mirror Filter Bank (QMFB) and Modified S 

Transform for the extraction of parameters. 

A. The S Transform 

This transform is a time-frequency analysis method which incorporates the properties 

of wavelet and short time Fourier transform. It has direct connection with Fourier 

spectrum and at the same time offers frequency dependent resolution. The S-transform 

and its inverse of a time series x(t) are obtained by Stockwell [10] defined as 

𝑆(𝜏, 𝑓) = ∫ 𝑥(𝑡)𝜔(𝜏 − 𝑡)𝑒−𝑗2𝜋𝑓𝑡𝑑𝑡            (15)
∞

−∞

 

 

𝑥(𝑡) = ∫ {∫ 𝑆(𝜏, 𝑓)𝑑𝜏
∞

−∞

} 𝑒𝑗2𝜋𝑓𝑡𝑑𝑓              (16)
∞

−∞
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Here,  𝑆(𝜏, 𝑓)  is S-transform TFD of x(t), f is the frequency and 𝜏 is center of window 

function , 𝜔(𝑡 − 𝜏) is the Gaussian window function which is defined as  

𝑤(𝑡 − 𝜏) =
1

√2𝜋𝛿
𝑒

−
(𝑡−𝜏)2

2𝛿2                    (17)
 

where, 𝑤(𝑡 − 𝜏) is normalized to 1. 

 

Fourier transform can be obtained by integrating ST over time. The filtering process in 

the time-frequency and inversion to time domain is achievable due the presence of 

having direct connection of S transform with Fourier transform and linearity property. 

Therefore, ST is a depiction of local spectrum. The relation between the ST and the 

signal spectrum X (f) can be expressed as follows: 

∫ 𝑆(𝜏, 𝑓)𝑑𝜏
∞

−∞

= 𝑋(𝑓)                       (18) 

 

The ST was calculated with few unwanted limitations on the window function as given 

below [11]. 

 Only the window of Gaussian type  𝑤(𝑡, 𝛿)) is taken into consideration. 

 Frequency dependence of the analyzing window of the ST has been through 

horizontal and vertical dilations of the Gaussian window. 

 As it is depicted in Equation (17), the window does not have any parameters to adjust 

its width in frequency or time. 

B. Modified S Transform 

In the modified S Transform [12], the Gaussian window meets the minimum value 

requirements of the uncertainty principle so that the window function as the Gaussian 

function can be retrieved. To change the width of Gaussian function according to the 

frequency, a new variable δ is      incorporated into the Gaussian function as under 

𝛿(𝑓) =
𝛿

|𝑓|
                                                                   (19) 

 

Therefore, the generalized S-transform becomes  

𝑆(𝜏, 𝑓, 𝛿) = ∫ 𝑥(𝑡)
|𝑓|

√2𝜋𝛿
𝑒

−
(𝜏−𝑡)2𝑓2

2𝛿2 𝑒−𝑗2𝜋𝑓𝑡𝑑𝑡        (20)
∞

−∞

 

where the Gaussian window becomes 
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𝑤(𝑡, 𝑓, 𝛿) =
|𝑓|

√2𝜋𝛿
                                                   (21) 

and its frequency domain representation is 

 

𝑊(𝛼, 𝑓, 𝛿) = 𝑒
−

2𝜋2𝛼2𝛿2

𝑓2                                     (22) 

 

In the above Gaussian window, the variable δ denotes to the number of periods of 

Fourier sinusoid that is present within one standard deviation. The factor δ controls the 

time resolution consisting of event onset and offset time and frequency spreading. Only 

few cycles of sinusoid are retrieved by the Gaussian window if the value of δ is very 

less thereby resulting deterioration of frequency resolution at higher frequencies.  

If the value of δ is very high, the window retains more sinusoids and the time resolution 

worsens at lower frequencies. This illustrates that, in order to achieve better energy 

distribution in time-frequency plane, the δ value must be changed wisely. The change 

in the window width by changing the parameter δ reduces the time-frequency 

resolution.  

The window width variation with adjustable δ for a certain frequency (25 Hz) is shown 

in Figure (3). It can be seen that the window broadens more with less sinusoids in it by 

which it absorbs the low frequency components efficiently at lower values of δ i.e. δ < 

1. At higher value of δ i.e. δ > 1, the   window width reduces with more sinusoids in it 

and as a result, it resolves the high frequency components better. 

 

Fig.3. Variation of window width with δ for a particular frequency 
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The discrete version of (20) is used for calculating the discrete S-Transform by taking 

the advantage of the effectiveness of the FFT and the convolution theorem.  

 

VI. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 

S transform is applied for the analysis of LPI radar signals. 

Ployphase signals are generated with different phase patterns using the equations (11) 

to (14) for P1, P2, P3 and P4 signals respectively. Input signal is generated for 1GHz 

carrier frequency (fc), with 64 no of phase codes for five pulses. The time frequency 

plane of Poly phase coded signal of LPI radar using S transform is shown in fig 5.  

 

 

Fig 5. Time frequency plane of P1codeded signal using S transform under no noise 

condition. 

 

In the above figure energy concentration of each pulse is indicated as diagonal pattern. 

If input signal is analyzed for more number of pulses, then the time-frequency plane 

obtained from S transform contains equal number of energy concentration pattern. 

Carrier frequency is extracted by observing the point along the frequency axis at which 

the magnitude is maximum. Carrier frequency is identified at the frequency of 0.98 

GHz in the above plot. Code rate is measured by finding the distance between any two 

adjacent energy patterns. Code rate is identified for the above plot under no noise 

condition is 128 nsec. Bandwidth is calculated by measuring the width along frequency 

axis where the energy spread.BW is identified as 0.51GHz.the other modulation 

parameters are calculated using the equations(9) and (10). 
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Table 1: Estimated modulation Parameters for P1 code 

M.P* A.P* E.P * 

Fc 1 GHz 0.98 0.97 1.05 1.09 1.03 1.13 

N 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 

CPP 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

BW 0.5 GH 0.51 0.53 0.53 0.55 0.55 0.6 

Tc 128 ns 128 125 129 130 129 131 

SNR  S 0 -2 -4 -6 -7 

*M.P:Modulation parameters   A.P:Actual Parametrs 

  E.P:Estimated Parametrs 

 

 

Fig 6. Time frequency plane of P1codeded signal  using S transform under 0dB SNR 

condition. 
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Fig 7. Time frequency plane of P1codeded signal  using S transform under -2dB SNR 

condition. 

 

Fig 6 illustrates the energy concentration when equal amount of noise power is added 

to signal as that of signal power. Carrier frequency (fc) is obtained at 0.97GHz,BW is 

measured as 0.53GHz and code rate is 125nsec. 

Fig 7.shows Time frequency plane obtained from S transform when more noise is added 

with SNR in dB as -2. The carrier frequency is obtained at 3.4GHz,BW is measured as 

0.53GHz and code rate is 129nsec.at SNR of -2dB except carrier frequency other 

parameters are estimated with small error. To avoid the limitation of S transform at -

2dB for the identification carrier frequency, Time frequency plane is further processed 

by filtering the unwanted frequency range. At the ESM receiver S transform method is 

applied for IF frequencies range of 500MHZ bandwidth. Therefore S transform output 

is filtered with frequency mask matrix consists of ones and zeros. Time frequency 

filtering after filtering is shown in fig.8 

After filtering the unwanted frequency region with multiplication of Time frequency 

plane and mask plane, center frequency is estimated as 1.05GHz.As noise power is 

increased upto -6dB the estimated parameters were shown in table1. 
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 Fig 8. Masking of S transform output for SNR of -2dB 

 

 

Fig 9. Time frequency plane of P1codeded signal using S transform under -4dB SNR 

condition. 

 

Fig 9 shows the Time frequency plane for the SNR of -4dB condition. Carrier frequency 

is identified at 1.09GHz, BW is identified as 0.55GHz and code rate of 130 nsec. 
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.  

Fig 10. Time frequency plane of P1codeded signal using S transform under -6dB 

SNR condition. 

 

 

Fig 11. Time frequency plane of P2 codeded signal using S transform under 0dB 

SNR condition. 
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Fig 12. Time frequency plane of P3 codeded signal using S transform under 0dB 

SNR condition. 

 

Fig 10 shows the Time frequency plane for the SNR of -6dB condition. Carrier 

frequency is identified at 1.03GHz, BW is identified as 0.6GHz and code rate of 

129nsec. At SNR of -7dB the carrier frequency is estimated as 1.13GHz and BW is 

0.6GHz with code rate of 131nsec. 

Fig 11-13 shows the time frequency plot obtained for P2 coded signal at SNR of 

0dbSNR after filtering the Time frequency plane with a matrix of mask with value 1 in 

the required frequency region and 0 in the unwanted frequency region. 

 

Fig 13. Time frequency plane of P4 codeded signal using S transform under 0dB SNR 

condition 
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Table 2: Estimated modulation Parameters for P2 code 

M.P* A.P* E.P * 

Fc 1 GHz 0.97 0.96 1.02 1.05 1.08 1.13 

N 8 8 8 8 7 6 7 

CPP 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 

BW 0.5GHz 0.57 0.44 0.4 0.37 0.31 0.33 

Tc 128ns 131 117 129 124 115 122 

SNR  S 0 -2 -4 -6 -7 

 

Table 3: Estimated modulation Parameters for P3 code 

M.P* A.P* E.P * 

Fc 1 GHz 0.97 1.13 1.02 1.03 1.13 1.25 

N 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 

CPP 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 

BW 0.5GHz 0.54 0.49 0.51 0.41 0.38 0.37 

Tc 128ns 131 135 137 138 135 133 

SNR  S 0 -2 -4 -6 -7 

 

Table 4: Estimated modulation Parameters for P4 code 

M.P* A.P* E.P * 

Fc 1 GHz 0.97 1.15 1.16 0.95 1.23 1.25 

N 8 8 9 8 8 8 7 

CPP 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 

BW 0.5GHz 0.54 0.48 0.42 0.48 0.41 0.4 

Tc 128ns 127 135 140 133 135 133 

SNR  S 0 -2 -4 -6 -7 

*M.P:Modulation parameters 

  A.P:Actual Parametrs 

  E.P:Estimated Parametrs 
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Tabel 2-4 shows the parameters extracted for P2,P3,P4 coded signal respectively under 

various noise conditions from SNR of 0dB to-7dB. 

 

VII. CONCLUSIONS 

In the present study, Modified S transform algorithm is used for extraction of 

parameters of LPI radar. it is possible to extract all the parameters in S transform with 

negligible error at no noise condition and 0db,-2dB and -4dB SNR except carrier 

frequency. As the noise is increased further processing in terms of filtering is required 

to estimate the carrier frequency. Modified S transform suitable to extract modulation 

parameters for the poly phase code P1 and P2 under noise conditions up to -6dB 

whereas for P3 and P4 modulation parameters were extracted within 10% of error up 

to SNR of -4dB. Energy concentration pattern is useful to distinguish between P2 with 

other poly phase code LPI signals. For the P2, the energy concentration is observed as 

negative slope in Time frequency plane in comparison to P1, P2 and P3 codes which 

have energy concentration with positive slope in the Time frequency plane.  
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